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Abstract—Due to relatively good performance and simple 

implementation, fixed-step direct maximum power point tracking 

techniques such as perturb & observe and incremental 

conductance are the most popular algorithms aimed to maximize 

the energy yield of photovoltaic energy conversion systems. In 

order to optimize maximum power point tracking process 

performance, two design parameters – perturbation frequency 

and perturbation step size – need to be set a priori, taking into 

account the properties of both interfacing power converter and 

photovoltaic generator. While perturbation frequency is limited 

by the combined energy conversion system settling time, 

perturbation step size must be high enough to differentiate 

system response from that caused by irradiation variation. 

Recent studies have provided explicit design guidelines for single-

loop maximum power point tracking structures only, where the 

algorithm directly sets the interfacing converter duty cycle. It 

was shown that dynamic resistance of the photovoltaic generator, 

which is both operation point and environmental conditions 

dependent, significantly affects the combined energy conversion 

system settling time. On the other hand, no design guidelines 

were explicitly given for multi-loop maximum power point 

tracking structures, where the algorithm sets the reference signal 

for photovoltaic generator voltage and inner voltage controller 

performs the regulation task. This paper introduces perturbation 

frequency and perturbation step size design guidelines for such 

systems. It is shown that while perturbation step size design is 

similar to that of single-loop structures, perturbation frequency 

design is quite different. It is revealed that once the inner voltage 

loop is properly closed, the influence of photovoltaic generator 

dynamic resistance on settling time (and thus on perturbation 

frequency design) is negligible. Experimental results are provided 

to verify the proposed guidelines validity. 

 
Index Terms—Maximum power point tracking, perturbative 

algorithms, multi-loop control structure. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

OLAR energy conversion systems are usually operated 

either at maximum power point (MPP) [1-3] in order to 

harvest as much energy as possible or at limited power 

point (LPP) to match the photovoltaic generator (PVG) with 

load capable of utilizing only partial amount of harvested 

energy [4-7]. Fixed step perturb and observe (P&O) and 

incremental conductance (IC) are probably the most frequently 

used MPP tracking (MPPT) methods, both related to the class 

of perturbative (or direct) algorithms. There, a perturbation ∆x 

is injected into the system by the MPPT algorithm every ∆T 

seconds. Following a transient lasting T∆ seconds (cf. Fig .1), 

the polarity (and sometimes size) of corresponding 

optimization function (i.e. PVG power in P&O method and 

sum of static and dynamic conductances in IC method) change 

∆y[k] = y[k] – y[k-1] is detected. The information is then used 

to determine the polarity (and sometimes size) of the next 

perturbation in order to drive the operation point towards MPP 

[1]. The two design parameters to be decided on are then 

perturbation period ∆T and step size ∆x. In case of fixed-step 

MPPT algorithms, the two are determined once a priori and 

remain unchanged during the operation. 

 

 
Fig. 1.  Short-time dynamics of perturbative MPPT methods. 

 

Following [3] and [8], design guidelines may be 

summarized as follows. Perturbation period should be higher 

than the longest settling time of the PVG output power 

transient induced by injected perturbation (i.e. ∆T > T∆ must 

hold throughout the whole operation range), otherwise the 

algorithm may be deceived and the operating point can enter a 

chaotic behavior. Perturbation step size influences the MPPT 

algorithm performance in both stationary and time-varying 

atmospheric conditions [9]. In general, perturbation step size 

should be reduced to increase the efficiency under stationary 

environmental conditions. However, it must remain high 

enough so that corresponding optimization function change 

would be higher than that caused by the maximum possible 

irradiation variation to prevent convergence failure. 

Due to the highly nonlinear PVG characteristics and 

varying environmental conditions in terms of irradiance and 

ambient temperature, dynamics of solar energy conversion 

system must be properly identified for each possible operation 

point. The I-V curve of a PVG (cf. Fig. 2) for given 

environmental conditions is typically divided into two 

sections, separated by the MPP: constant current (CCR) 

region, corresponding to voltages below the MPP voltage, and 

constant voltage (CVR) region, belonging to voltages above 

the MPP voltage. Each region is named according to the 

variable, remaining practically constant within the relevant 

section [10]-[12]. However, due to finite resolution of digitally 

controlled measurement systems, MPP is a region rather than 

a single point. Therefore, I-V curve section at the vicinity of 
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MPP may be entitled as constant-power region (CPR), as 

shown in Fig. 2 (CPR existence was utilized in ripple 

correlation control MPPT algorithm [13]). Moreover, low-

frequency PVG dynamic resistance ( pvr ) correlates well with 

corresponding practical electrical source of each region (high 

in CCR, low in CVR) [14]. At MPP, static ( pvR ) and dynamic 

resistances are equal [15]. 

Two main MPPT control structures are typically adopted 

[8],[9]. The first one (related to as single-loop) involves direct 

perturbation of the interfacing power converter (IPC) duty 

cycle, as shown in Fig. 3a. After duty cycle perturbation, the 

system operates in open loop. In the second, one (further 

related to as multi-loop), the MPPT algorithm perturbs the 

PVG reference voltage while input voltage controller (IVC) 

ensures correct tracking by appropriately varying the IPC duty 

cycle (see Fig. 3b). While the former is simpler and usually 

faster (for the same control bandwidth), the latter is often 

preferred due to improved robustness to irradiation changes 

[16], [17].  

 

 
Fig. 2. Normalized static behavior of PVG current ipv, power ppv, dynamic 

resistance rpv, and static resistance Rpv as function of PVG voltage vpv. 
Currents and voltages are normalized according to respective PVG MPP 

values while resistances are normalized according to their peak values. 

 

   
                   (a)single-loop.                                 (b) multi-loop. 
Fig. 3. MPPT control structures. 

Most of case studies in the literature follow the generalized 

guidelines given in [3] and [8], where perturbation period and 

step size of direct MPPT algorithms are recommended to be 

selected at MPP, corresponding to standard test conditions 

(1000W/m2 irradiation and 25oC temperature). However, it is 

well known that PVG dynamic resistance significantly affects 

the dynamic behavior of combined solar energy conversion 

system by modifying the open-loop damping factor 

[11,14,18,19]. The latter is inversely proportional to PVG 

dynamic resistance; hence damping is lessened when 

operating point moves to CCR (cf. Fig. 2) due to high value of 

dynamic resistance and minimized at short-circuit condition. 

In case of single-loop MPPT control structure, this implies 

longest PVG-power-transient-settling time in CCR. Thus, as 

recently revealed in [20], perturbation period must be 

determined in CCR rather than at MPP (or CPR). On the other 

hand, selecting proper perturbation step magnitude should still 

be carried out at MPP (or CPR) as shown in [3]. Experimental 

normalized transient waveforms of Raloss SR30-36 PVG [14], 

interfaced by single-loop MPPT operated boost-type IPC, are 

shown in Fig. 4 [20], confirming the validity of the above 

findings. Apparently, PVG power settling time is longest in 

CCR. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Behavior of PVG voltage, current, and power upon duty ratio step 

change applied to a single-loop MPPT operated boost-type IPC. All the 

original waveforms were normalized to their final values to maximize the 
information of the settling behavior. 

 

It must be emphasized that design guidelines given in [3] 

and [8] seem to be generalized and intended for both MPPT 

structures of Fig. 3. Nevertheless, there is no evidence in the 

literature (including [3] and [8]) of applying these to systems 

employing multi-loop MPPT structures. For example, the 

authors of [21] recommend determining minimum allowed 

perturbation period by means of simulations rather than 

analytically. In [22], perturbation frequency was set to less 

than one-tenth of the input-voltage-feedback-loop crossover 

frequency without justification. Consequently, this paper aims 

to fulfil the gap by demonstrating that in case the input-

voltage feedback loop is properly closed, PVG-power-settling 

time would be independent of PVG dynamic resistance, thus 

being longest in CPR. Revealed analytical findings are 

experimentally validated utilizing boost IPC-based solar 

energy conversion system [18].   

It should be highlighted that the paper only treats the case 

where input voltage controller (IVC, cf. Fig. 3b) directly sets 

the converter duty cycle. In case of cascaded input-voltage-

feedback implementation (i.e. including current-mode control 

as in [23],[24]), dependence on the PVG properties may still 

exist and the outcomes presented in this paper may not be 

valid (future work would reveal the details).  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Small-signal 

dynamics of the solar energy conversion system is developed 

in Section II. Section III reveals the rules for perturbation 

frequency and step size design. Design example utilizing the 

proposed technique is discussed in Section IV and 

experimentally validated in Section V. The conclusions are 

drawn in Section VI. 
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II.  GENERAL DYNAMICS OF PVG POWER  

General representation of a solar energy conversion system 

is presented in Fig. 5(a), where the IPC (either of DC-DC or 

DC-AC type) is represented by a two-terminal (IN/OUT) 

subsystem, terminated by a downstream system. Power grid, 

grid-connected inverter or storage battery may usually realize 

the latter. Corresponding small-signal representation of the 

combined system is shown Fig. 5(b), where 𝑖�̂�ℎ and Ypv = 1/rpv 

are the small-signal PVG Norton equivalents [11], [25]. PVG 

dynamic conductance Ypv is obtained from a corresponding I-

V curve by 

pv

pv pv

pv

1/ .
i

Y r
v


  


                      (1) 

    
         (a) schematic structure.                       (b) small-signal representation. 

Fig. 5. General solar energy conversion system.  

Moreover, �̂� denotes the general control variable (i.e., PVG 

voltage reference in case of multi-loop MPPT structure);Gci(s), 

Toi(s) and Zin(s) represent closed-loop IPC control-to-input 

voltage transfer function, closed-loop output-to-input voltage 

transfer function, and closed-loop IPC input impedance, 

respectively. According to Fig. 5(b), combined PVG-IPC 

dynamics satisfies 
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Note that once ZinYpv  << 1 within the control bandwidth, 

PVG dynamic resistance influence on the system dynamics is 

minimized. This is achieved by properly closing the input 

voltage loop, as shown later on. 

It is well known that PVG temperature significantly affects 

the output power yet its dynamics is quite slow due to the 

large thermal capacity of solar panels. Therefore, temperature 

effect is not considered in (2), similarly to [3]. For 

perturbation period design, the control-to-PVG voltage 

dynamics  

*
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      (3) 

with 𝑃(𝑠) =
�̂�𝐩𝐯

�̂�
(𝑠) and C(s) denoting open-loop PVG voltage 

loop plant and controller, respectively, is of interest in (2). 

Perturbing PVG power, voltage and current as 𝑝𝑝𝑣 = 𝑃𝑝𝑣 +

�̂�𝑝𝑣 = (𝑉𝑝𝑣 + �̂�𝑝𝑣)(𝐼𝑝𝑣 + 𝑖̂𝑝𝑣), small-signal dynamics of the 

former is derived as [3] 

pv pv pv pv pv pv pv
ˆ ˆˆ ˆ ˆ .p I v V i i v                  (4) 

Considering that dynamics of PVG power is caused by a 

step change in PVG voltage, (4) may be rewritten as [11]  
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since (cf. (1)) 
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According to (2), (5) and the discussion in Introduction 

section, PVG power ripple may hence be approximated by  

 1 *

pv pv pv pv pv
ˆ ˆ ˆ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )p t I v t I L v s T s                 (7a) 

in CCR (L-1{} denotes inverse Laplace transform operator), 

since rpv >> Rpv  holds there; 
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pv pv pv pv pv

pv pv
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in CVR, since rpv << Rpv in this region; and 

  
2
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pv pv pv

pv pv
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R R

          (7c) 

in CPR, where Rpv and rpv are close. Fig. 6 demonstrates the 

effect of sinusoidal PVG voltage perturbation on PVG power 

for Raloss SR30-36 PVG. Power ripple behavior clearly 

follows the formulations given above (i.e., the ripple is nearly-

constant and in phase with the PVG voltage ripple in CCR; the 

ripple increases with the increase in PVG voltage and is in 

opposite phase with the PVG voltage ripple in CVR; the ripple 

is close to zero in CPR). Fig. 6 also validates CPR existence, 

discussed in the Introduction section.  

 

 
Fig. 6. Extended view of PVG voltage induced PVG power ripple at the 
vicinity of CPR.  

III.  MPPT PERTURBATION PARAMETERS DESIGN 

A. Perturbation frequency design 

Generalized open-loop PVG voltage loop plant (cf. (3)) of 

a combined PVG-IPC system may be expressed as an 

underdamped second-order transfer function of the following 

form [3],[8] 

 2 1

n

2 2

n n n

1
( )

2

z s
P s G

s s

 

  




 
                   (8) 

with G, ωn, ξn and ωz denoting DC gain, undamped natural 

frequency, damping factor and capacitor ESR induced zero, 

respectively. As shown in [11],[18],[19], while PVG dynamic 

resistance greatly affects the damping factor, its influence on 

the DC gain and natural frequency is insignificant. The 

crossover frequency of P(s) is given by  
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while resonant frequency and corresponding gain are obtained 

as 
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        (10)  

Two classical ways exist to compensate (8). In case the 

desired loop gain crossover frequency ωc is much lower than 

ωp, integral (I) controller of the form 
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                    (11)  

is typically used with �̅� denoting the nominal value of G. In 

case ωc << ωz, there is no need to cancel the capacitor ESR 

induced zero and pure integrator may be utilized. The loop 

gain is then given by 
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and may be approximated as 
1

c
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GG

LG s
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               (12b)  

within the control bandwidth. Since the plant is underdamped, 

loop gain resonance peak must reside GM [dB] (gain margin) 

below zero to assure stability. Hence, loop gain crossover 

frequency must satisfy 

 1 220
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                (13)  

PVG voltage loop complementary sensitivity function (cf. (3)) 

may then be approximated within the control bandwidth as 
1
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Hence, following (7) and assuming 
*
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                          (15)  

PVG power ripple is obtained as 
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in CCR, 
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in CVR and 
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              (16c)  

in CPR (the higher order term was neglected in (16c) similarly 

to [8]). Settling times within ±∆ band around corresponding 

steady-state value are then given by 
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in CCR and CVR, and by 

1

c

1 2
lnT
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                    (17b)  

in CPR. Consequently, once 
1GG
 is close to unity, settling 

time in CPR is expected to be slightly longer than in CCR and 

CVR. 

In case the desired loop gain crossover frequency ωc is 

close to or higher than ωp, proportional-derivative-integral 

(PID) controller of the form 
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               (18)  

is typically used with �̅�n denoting the nominal value of ωn. 

Additional pole ωf is usually placed between one-tenth to half 

the switching frequency to suppress high-frequency noise. The 

loop gain is then given by 
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   (19)  

taking into account delay Td caused by sampling and PWM 

modulator. PVG voltage loop complementary sensitivity 

function is then obtained as a fourth-order unity-DC-gain 

system with relative degree of two and may hence be 

approximated within the control bandwidth by a dominant 

pole pair as 
2
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(20)  

Several methods exist for such a model reduction. Here, 

classical control engineering related approach is used as 

follows. Once 𝑇𝑝𝑖𝑑(𝑠) is well-approximated by 𝑇𝑝𝑖𝑑
𝑎 , the loop 

gain may expressed by 
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For such a system, crossover frequency c  and phase margin 

PM are given by [26] 
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Consequently, reduced model parameters may be obtained as 
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   (23)  

Taking into account (7) and (15), PVG power ripple is 

obtained as 
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in CCR, 
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in CVR and 
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in CPR with 
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 (again, the 

higher order term was neglected in (24c) as in [8]). 

Consequently, settling times are determined from the 

corresponding power ripple envelopes, given by 
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in CCR, 
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in CVR, and 
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   (25c)  

in CPR. Settling times within ±∆ band around corresponding 

steady-state value are then given by  
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              (26a)  

in CCR and CVR, and by 

2
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              (26b)  

in CPR. According to the factor of 2 in (26b), the settling time 

in CPR is expected to be the longest. 

 

B. Perturbation step size design 

As discussed in [3,8,27], perturbation step size should be 

to be reduced as long as the change in the PVG power induced 

by the perturbation step is higher than that induced by 

irradiation change. The design process was carried out in [3,8] 

for single-loop MPPT structures. It was shown that duty cycle 

(which is the control input in case of a system with single-loop 

MPPT structure) perturbation must satisfy the following 

relation, 

pv,MPP

1

0 pv,MPP pv,MPP

1
,

ph sV K G T
d

G H V r

  
 

 
              (27)  

where subscript "MPP" symbolizes Standard Test Conditions 

corresponding MPP, 𝐾𝑝ℎ =
𝜕𝑖𝑝𝑣

𝜕𝐺𝑠
 denotes PVG material 

constant, G0 is DC gain of duty cycle – to – PVG voltage 

transfer function 
𝑣𝑝𝑣

𝑑
(𝑠), Gs represents solar irradiation and 

𝐻 = −
1

2

𝜕2𝑖𝑝𝑣

𝜕2𝑣𝑝𝑣
|
𝑀𝑃𝑃

. It is important to emphasize that since H, 

Vpv,MPP and rpv,MPP depend on environmental conditions, the 

combination of parameters leading to the highest value of Δd 

must be utilized while the worst case of irradiation change rate 

is usually assumed to be 100 [W∙m-2∙s-1]. In addition to 

irradiation variations, finite resolution of utilized analog-

digital converter (ADC) should also be taken into account [8], 

[20].    

In case of multi-loop MPPT structure, PVG voltage 

reference (cf. Fig. 3b) is the control input. Therefore, 

multiplying both sides of (27) by G0 yields   

pv,MPP*

pv 1

pv,MPP pv,MPP

ph sV K G T
v

H V r

  
 

 
              (28)  

since DC gain of closed voltage loop 
𝑣𝑝𝑣

𝑣𝑝𝑣
∗ (𝑠) is unity. Issues 

related to environmental dependence of (28) as well to finite 

resolution effects apply to (28) as well.  

IV.  DESIGN EXAMPLE 

Consider a solar energy conversion system, consisting of a 

diode rectification boost type IPC, fed by Raloss SR30-36 

PVG and terminated by a 24V, 7.2Ah lead-acid battery, held 

at 26V to realize a near-ideal voltage source, as shown in Fig. 

7, also demonstrating simplified control system and 

measurement interface. It should be noted that the obtained 

results are also valid for synchronous rectification boost type 

IPC, possessing higher efficiency and enhanced thermal 

performance [28]. 

 
Fig. 7. Solar energy conversion system under study. 

 

Raloss SR30-36 module consists of 36 series-connected 

mono-crystalline silicon cells. The PVG was illuminated by 

fluorescent lamps, capable of producing 500 W/m2 irradiance, 

yielding PVG short-circuit current and open-circuit voltage of 

1 A and 19.2 V, respectively, at panel temperature of 45 oC.  

Detailed characterization of the PV panel and modeling of 

boost-type IPC can be found in [14] and [18], respectively.  
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Three operating points, in which transient behavior of 

PVG power is analyzed, are 1.0 A & 12 V in CCR, 0.91 A & 

16 V in CPR, and 0.61 A & 18 V in CVR. The values of PVG 

dynamic resistance rpv are estimated as 1000 Ω in CCR, 17.6 

Ω in CPR and 3.5 Ω in CVR. The IPC/control system was 

operated with switching/sampling frequency of fs = 100 kHz. 

Following [18], the open-loop PVG voltage loop plant of 

the combined PVG-IPC system is given by (8), where 
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                (29b)  

and D, Ipv symbolizing steady-state values of converter duty 

cycle and PVG current, respectively. Calculated numerical 

values of the combined PVG-IPC system in each region are 

summarized in Table I. Apparently, PVG influence is mainly 

reflected by the damping factor. 

 
TABLE I 

CALCULATED NUMERICAL VALUES OF THE COMBINED PVG-IPC SYSTEM IN 

EACH REGION 

 ωn, 
rad/s 

ξn -G, V ωp, 
rad/s 

ω0, 
rad/s 

|P(jω0)|, 
dB 

ωz, 
rad/s 

CCR 6085 0.096 26.43 31283 6029 42.8 46296 

CPR 6057 0.136 26.32 31073 5944 39.8 46296 

CVR 5957 0.301 26.01 30397 5391 33.1 46296 

 

Nominal values of G and ωn are then selected as 

n,CCR n,CPR n.CVRCCR CPR CVR

n, .
3 3

G G G
G

  


  
   (30)  

A. ωc << ωp 

For the case of desired loop gain crossover frequency ωc is 

much lower than ωp, integral (I) controller (11) was used. 

Since the plant is underdamped, the worst case resonance peak 

of the loop gain must reside GM [dB] below zero to assure 

stability (cf. (13)). Hence, CCR operation dictates the loop 

gain crossover frequency. Selecting gain margin of 6 dB, loop 

gain crossover frequency is obtained as ωc = 2π50 rad/s. 

Moreover, since ωc << ωz, there is no need to cancel the 

capacitor ESR induced zero. Thus, pure integrator was utilized 

as loop compensator. Bode diagram of the plants P(s) and 

resulting loop gains LGi(s) are shown in Fig. 8a for all the 

three regions. Apparently, the loop gain is well approximated 

by (12b) within the control bandwidth and the phase margin is 

PM ≈ 90o. Bode diagram of the complementary sensitivity 

functions Ti(s) is shown in Fig. 8b and is well predicted by 

(14) within the control bandwidth, as expected. Fig. 8c 

presents step responses of Ti(s) and approximating function 

𝑇𝑖
𝑎(s) with ∆ = 0.05 (5%) settling times indicated. It may be 

concluded that the differences are very small, indicating that 

PVG dynamic resistance has negligible influence on dynamic 

performance. Hence, following (17), PVG power settling 

times within 5% band are then expected as  

Δ,CCR Δ,CVR Δ,CPR9 , 12 .T T ms T ms               (31)  

 

 
(a) plant and loop gain Bode diagrams 

 
(b) complementary sensitivity functions Bode diagram 

 
(c) step responses of complementary sensitivity functions 

Fig. 8. System analysis under I-control. 

 

B. ωc ≈ ωp 

For the case of desired loop gain crossover frequency ωc 

close to ωp, proportional-derivative-integral (PID) controller 

(18) was used. The additional pole ωf was placed at one-sixth 

the switching frequency to suppress high-frequency noise. The 

loop gain crossover frequency was selected as 2π3000 rad/s. 

Bode diagram of the plants P(s) and resulting loop gains 

LGpid(s) are shown in Fig. 9a for all the three regions. Note 

that the diagrams account for Td = 1.5/fs total switching and 
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sampling delay. From Fig. 9a, average crossover frequency 

and phase margin are 2π2950 rad/s and 35o, respectively. Bode 

diagram of the complementary sensitivity functions Tpid(s) is 

shown in Fig. 9b and is well predicted within the control 

bandwidth by (20) with ωa = 20500 rad/s, ξa = 0.32, obtained 

using (23). Fig. 9c presents step responses of Tpid(s) and 

approximating function 𝑇𝑝𝑖𝑑
𝑎 (s) with ∆ = 0.05 (5%) settling 

times indicated. It may be concluded that the differences are 

insignificant, indicating that PVG dynamic resistance has 

minor influence on settling time. Hence, following (17), PVG 

power settling times within 5% band are then expected as  

Δ,CCR Δ,CVR Δ,CPR0.47 , 0.57 .T T ms T ms               (32)  

 
(a) plant and loop gain Bode diagrams 

 
(b) complementary sensitivity functions Bode diagram 

 
(c) step responses of complementary sensitivity functions 

Fig. 9. System analysis under PID-control. 

V.  EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION 

In order to validate the analytical findings of the previous 

Section, experimental setup shown in Fig. 6 was built and 

utilized during the experiments. Frequency responses were 

obtained by Venable Model 3120 frequency response 

analyzer; no post-processing was applied. Time domain 

responses were post-processed by normalization only (original 

results were divided by corresponding final values for 

improving the visibility). Measured open and closed loop 

Bode plots, corresponding to case A of the preceding Section 

(I-controller, ωc << ωp) are presented in Fig. 10 for the three 

operating regions.  

 

 
(a) loop gain Bode diagrams 

 
(b) complementary sensitivity functions Bode diagram 

Fig. 10. Measured system responses under I-control (CCR: solid line, CPR: 

dashed line, and CVR: dash-dotted line). 

 

Apparently, measured frequency responses match well the 

predicted ones (cf. Figs. 8a and 8b) and the fact that PVG 

resistance has negligible influence on dynamic performance is 

supported. Fig. 11 presents measured PVG voltage, current, 

and power responses to a reference PVG voltage step change 

in the three operating regions under I-control. The results 

validate the first order transient behavior. Moreover, power 

behavior satisfies (7) precisely: in CCR, it follows the settling 

behavior of PVG voltage; in CVR, it correlates with the 

settling behavior of the PVG current; in CPR, the PVG power 

transient is very small, since PVG voltage and current 

transients tend to cancel each other. 

Measured open and closed loop Bode plots, corresponding 

to case B of the preceding Section (PID-controller, ωc ≈ ωp) 
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are presented in Fig. 12 for the three operating regions. Again, 

measured frequency responses correspond well with the 

analytically obtained ones (cf. Figs. 9a and 9b). Slight PVG 

resistance influence on dynamic performance is evident too. 

 

 
Fig. 11. Measured system responses of PVG voltage (dashed line), current 
(dash-dotted line), and power (solid line) to a PVG voltage reference step 

change under I-control. 

 

 
(a) loop gain Bode diagrams 

 
(b) complementary sensitivity functions Bode diagram 

Fig. 12. Measured system responses under PID-control (CCR: solid line, CPR: 

dashed line, and CVR: dash-dotted line). 

 

Fig. 13 presents measured PVG voltage, current, and 

power responses to a reference PVG voltage step change in 

the three operating regions under PID-control. The results also 

validate the high-order transient behavior which fits the 

performance predicted by (7). 

 
Fig. 13. Measured system responses of PVG voltage (dashed line), current 

(dash-dotted line), and power (solid line) to a PVG voltage reference step 
change under PID-control. 

 
(a) CCR 

 
(b) CVR 

 
(c) CPR 

Fig. 14. Zoomed measured normalized transient responses of PVG power to a 

PVG voltage reference step change. 
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In order to validate the PVG power settling times, required 

for perturbation frequency selection, Fig. 14 presents zoomed 

PVG power responses to PVG reference voltage step change 

in the three regions with 5% settling time marks. As indicated, 

settling times under I-control are 8.5 ms, 9.3 ms and 12 ms in 

CCR, CVR and CPR, respectively. Under PID-control, these 

are 0.55 ms, 0.45 ms and 0.6 ms in CCR, CVR and CPR, 

respectively. Comparing to (31) and (32), respectively, it may 

be concluded that settling times were accurately predicted 

analytically. Moreover, the settling time is the longest in CPR 

for both cases. It is important to emphasize that this is the 

consequence of additional factor of 2 in the natural logarithm 

of (17b) and (26b) rather than of PVG dynamic resistance 

influence. 

VI.  CONCLUSION 

Perturbation frequency design plays an important role in 

direct MPPT algorithms, ensuring proper operation of the 

MPP tracker. While perturbation-frequency design rules for 

duty-ratio-operated MPPT converters are well developed, 

similar design rules for input-voltage-feedback-controlled 

MPPT processes are missing. This paper has introduced a 

method to estimate transient behavior of input-voltage-

feedback-controlled MPPT converters for two typical design 

cases. In case of duty-ratio-operated MPPT converter, system 

power transient behavior is highly dependent on the operating 

point of photovoltaic generator. It was shown that such a 

dependence does not exist anymore when an input-voltage-

feedback-controlled MPPT converter is used. Consequently, 

settling time is longest when the operating point resides in 

constant power region. Therefore, it is recommended to use 

the constant power region related equations to compute the 

settling time required for perturbation frequency determination 

in case of multi-loop MPPT structures, employing inner input 

voltage loop. In addition, settling time can be estimated 

accurately by means of the crossover frequency and phase 

margin of the input-voltage feedback loop only. 
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